Personalization of arterial pressure in the perioperative period.
This review aims to discuss recent findings on the relationship between intraoperative arterial hypotension and organ dysfunction in surgical patients and examines the available evidence for personalizing blood pressure (BP) management as a strategy to improve patient outcome. Hypotension contributes to oxygen supply-demand mismatch and may cause an ischemia-reperfusion injury which may manifest as organ dysfunction. Evidence is accumulating suggesting that hypotension is associated with acute postoperative myocardial and kidney injury, and increased risk of mortality in surgical patients. In contrast to traditional BP management in which BP targets are empirically chosen, personalized BP management aims at individualizing BP targets according to individual patient physiology considering clinical conditions that may influence organ pressure-flow autoregulation. Recent randomized data provide clinically meaningful findings that a treatment strategy aims at targeting individualized BP values which may help improving outcome in surgical patients. Hypotension is a common complication in surgical patients and is an important trigger of organ injury in surgical patients. Personalized BP management may contribute at reducing postoperative organ dysfunction in surgical patients.